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Dr Veneeth Sidharthan 

Homeopathic Case  

Prize contest 
Sept 2023 

A case of cardiomyopathy 

Patient aged 23 yrs. He started to have 

symptoms of cardiomyopathy at the age of 

20, while he pursued his medical school. It 

was diagnosed as dilated cardiomyopathy. 

Main symptoms: audible palpitation, at the 
least exertion the palpitation will increase. 
Trembling hands during fine works and 
even stretching the hand.  

 
Agg from emotional disturbances, always afraid that something will happen.  
During his studies he had an affair with a girl, and she left him later, he felt a lost 
feeling deeply. Weeping when alone and watching films which consists of tragedy 
and sufferings of others.  
Palpitation increases after eating, but drinking water ameliorates. 
Cold climate ameliorates according to him. 
He has been witnessing quarrels between his parents since childhood and he felt 
very annoyed by it.  
Always protruding his tongue in and out during conversation.  
Desires salt and spicy food. 
 

To participate with the prize contest 
What is your case analysis? Which  rubrics would you use, and which remedy 
would you prescribe?  
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Send your case analysis with repertory rubrics and what remedy you think 
Veneeth had prescribed. You have two weeks to send in your analysis.  
 
Send in your analysis to email: drveneethsidharthanseminar@gmail.com 

Two prizes 
From the submissions who have the most correct and best motivated answers, 
two prize winners will be selected via a raffle, and they will receive a nice gift 
from Zeus-soft in RadarOpus, or you choose for a free online course of Dr 
Veneeth. 
All participants will be sent the answer in about 2 weeks. 
 
 
 

The greatness of homeopathy shows itself if it is 
practiced in its purest form! 

 
 
 
 

Dr Veneeth’s Online course 
 
We offer the first great online course of Dr Veneeth 
Sidharthan, in which he shares about 22 cases. 
Most parts of the course is organized as a workshop in 
which you can have a great learning experience when 
given a few minutes to work out the cases yourself, 
before the case is being discussed with the group. 
Finallythe analysis and prescribed remedy is discussed 
with the group. 
 
The course comes with an accompanying course 
document with links to optional online quiz questions.  
When participating with the quiz questions you will 

receive a certificate after completion the course. 
Read all about it here 

https://www.homeopathic-courses.com/veneeth-sidharthan
https://www.homeopathic-courses.com/veneeth-sidharthan
https://www.homeopathic-courses.com/veneeth-sidharthan
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